
Parliament Notes 3/26/14
The “They Stole Our Beer”  parliament minutes

Beer Bike
! - Dimitri asked me how many days it is till Beer Bike

Dean Hutch will be here Friday at lunch
! - Email will be sent out for you to submit anonymously for questions.

Crystal
- If you’re hosting an event please check with Crystal and Kelsey before you start 

advertising for it.

Neethi
- Wed, 8-9 every other week Senate meetings
- Trivia during dinner on thursday nights

Forum topic for tonight
- “What if Martel...”
- Ice sculptures
- Facebook page where you post 

INTERRUPTION
NO TAXATION WITHOUT INEBRIATION

THEY STOLE OUR BEER
Motion to drink- People were way too apathetic about this

Fortino continues...

But wait, Justin brought back some of it

Fortino continues again...
- Help the tv room please

- Paint the walls
- “It’s kind of a weird color”- President Fortino
- “I’m asking for money right now”- Fortino
- “I just spilled beer on myself”- Fortino

- Audrey wants a projector
- It smells bad? (Kelsey never knew this was a thing)
- Alex wants surround sound
- Dimitri wants massage chairs



- Really good TV
- Survey? Get some data? Sam wants this.
- Crystal wants to just improve it.
- Kelsey- Popcorn machine
- Dimitri wants to change the name to Theatre room
- Mike Vatcher wants to sell 223’s TV to the T.V room

Fortino talks
- He wants to blow the budget
- He is mad at the thresher
- Wants to take the money that the college gets at the end of the year and blow it 

on the what if Martel.

Christina doesn’t know what we are talking about- Pay attention much?

Vote on the cheer!
- Party on our deck
- Gracie is 19

Wait-
- Put coins in the jar



Members Present

Fortino “I’ve spilled beer on myself” Garcia
Kelsey “Steals Cupcakes” Heyson
Crystal “Calls people out with the microphone” Olalde
Catryn “I forgot for 10 minutes that I had to take notes” Silbersack
Taylor “The Armstrong with more Balls” Armstrong
Courtney “Hess Trucks” Hesse
Alina “me gusta” Dattagupta
Neethi “Canoe” Nayak
Taylor “Taylor #2” Neal
Dimitri “How many days till Beer Bike?” Anastasiadis
Emily “proxy” Miegs
Jake “Crass” Krauss
Ly “Bee” Nguyen
Alura “Alluring” Vincent
JK “Gellato” Gulati
Luke “Some More Please” Somora
Anita “Triple A” Alem
Justin “Broomball” Cho
Rachel “McAdams” Sterling
Lisa “Frank” Sampson
Brian “proxy” Graff
Katherine “I’m so done” Dunn
Nate “proxy?” Adams
Alex “I’m everyone’s proxy” Suarez


